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“Try to put thought, time and care into making these useful objects 
with the hopes that the users will somehow connect with them 
beyond their intended purpose.“ 










																																																								1A bat is a removable plastic surface placed on the head of a pottery wheel. When a pot is finished, the 
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																					 	Figure	11.		Dimpled	pitcher,	grolleg	porcelain,	before	glazing																								 		Figure	12.		Tumbler	and	dimpled	mug,	grolleg	porcelain,	before	glazing			
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Appendix																							 	Figure	15.		Katharine	Morling,	Nature	Box,	2013	Antique	box,	porcelain	and	black	stain																							 	Figure	16.		Edmund	de	Waal,	fifteen	stones,	2014.	15	porcelain	vessels	in	a	lead	and	wood	cabinet	
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